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bink is a video format similar to mpg. audio is supported and it is streamed to the mixer's rca inputs.
audio is sent to and from the mixer in real time, eliminating the delay that mp4 causes. any audio
that's processed by the mixer is output to the rca outputs. if a scene contains both bink and mp4

audio, the mixer will allow both streams to be processed simultaneously, so long as they don't
conflict with each other. a conflict results in one or the other being processed with an error that can
cause audio to go missing from the output stream or even worse. the spectrum analyzer will display
both bink and mp4 sound in parallel, so you can see what's going on. there are 3 algorithms in bink
that can be set in the bink creator: bit rate, data rate and compression. the data rate is how much

data is sent per frame, typically expressed in bits per second (bps). the bit rate is how much data is
sent per frame, which will normally be a fraction of the data rate. bps is the same as bits per second.
the compression can be on or off. regardless of these options, the bink creator generates a 'nice' sif
video file. the data rate is usually between 400 kbps and 2 mbps. the bit rate will be the data rate
divided by the compression. bink will at times produce a file size that is too small to fill your hard

drive. this is not an issue, since you can just delete the file and get a larger file size. the lossy
compression uses the 'lossy' algorithms in bink, with the exception of the aspect ratio. bink creates
an sif file as a 'nice-looking' video file to fit on a cd/dvd media, but does not'stuff' the data to fit on a
smaller media. bink will actually stretch the video, creating a bink video file that is bigger than a sif
file, while retaining the picture quality and audio qualities. this is an excellent quality video file to
save for your pc or other device. mp4 video files can only be a subset of sif files. bink will act as a

container for an sif file, and convert that file to a different container (e.g., h.264). there is a file size
limit of 4 gb. you can compress the file to make it smaller or leave it unaltered. if you set the file size

and drop it over or under, it will return to that new size. how to make a dvd burner iso:
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when a process is called to access a memory
location, a part of its memory is reserved for
the call. if theres no other memory required,
this part of the memory is mapped into the
private address space of that process. since
theres no memory already in that memory
location, a new memory chunk has to be

mapped to that memory location. if theres
no memory available for mapping, theres a

conflict and either theres no action, or theres
a segmentation fault. this is the reason for

why a lot of memory is wasted, when theres
too many processes running at the same

time, and especially, when theres no
memory limit. if you use the function

entercriticalmemory that was introduced in
windows vista, and are running in windows

xp, theres an additional pool of memory
available for processes called the windows

xp os memory. it was introduced to address
the problem of random memory usage.

running out of memory on windows xp was a
frequent crash, but we couldnt reproduce it
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when using the tool. it doesnt address the
random memory usage scenario we saw on

windows 8, but the differences in how critical
memory is handled between xp and vista

(and windows 7) do explain our experience.
the c. parameters in the first, fourth, fifth,

and seventh entry is how much memory the
process has. what weve noticed is that these

values are actually the minimum values. a
lot of memory gets wasted here, as

microsoft seems to have grown its os to use
the full memory (4gb) on each machine

when no other memory or ram is needed.
the parameters listed above have a fixed

value of 0x10000. this means that all
processes on the system will have this

amount of memory. theres no automatic
management whatsoever of the memory

consumed, not at a per-process level nor a
per-user or per-system level. 5ec8ef588b
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